Sit down. Step up.
Move beyond
Introducing effortless movement
for VR and gaming.
3dRudder.com |

@3dRudder

Movement, as it was meant to be
Based on the simple premise that using your feet is the most
intuitive and fun way to get around, 3dRudder lets you move
the way you’re used to through worlds you’ve never seen.

For everyone, every PC, VR system, everywhere
No matter who you are, how you play, or what you play on,
3dRudder partners seamlessly with your system’s hand controllers
for a totally expanded VR movement experience.

Big moves, small controller
Slim enough to slide out of sight when not in use, 3DRudder
keeps a low profile, so you don’t need a dedicated room to
have an amazing VR experience.

Effortless
VR & gaming movement,
powered by your feet.

Simple set up
It only takes a few seconds. All
you need to do is plug and play.

Moving is believing
Totally fluid, natural and freeing, 3DRudder is
based on the simple premise that your feet is
the most intuitive and fun way to get around.
Built for VR but incredibly practical and intuitive
for everything from computer accessibility to
3D CAD, 3DRudder is defining what virtual
movement ought to feel like.

Tech Specs
Intelligent design
Explore the far reaches of VR,
all while comfortably seated.

Lightweight
Small Dimensions
Compatibility

Plays well with others
Compatible with all PC systems, games,
hand controllers, Oculus Rift©
and HTC Vive©.

Customizable
Dial in the 3dRudder to suit your style.
Visit the support page to download our
expansion pack to get mods and updates.

Built to last

3.97 lb. (1.8kg)
13.39in. x 2.84in.
Windows PC, Oculus Rift & HTC Vive

Interface

USB Type A

Power Source

USB

Box Size
Packaging

14.72in. x 3.54in. x 14.72in.
Beautiful cardboard box with handle,
containing one 3dRudder device
and a quickstart guide
Up to 10 units flet.

Inner Box (4 Units)

15.12in. x 14.96in. x 15.12in.

Master Carton (8 Units)

31.10in. x 15.75in. x 16.14in.

3dRudder is designed and tested to
withstand countless hours of use.

Awards

Easy storage
Slim enough to slide out of sight,
3dRudder keeps a low profile and is easy
to store and carry with you.
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